consilium 1

Enterprise Application Development & Integration:
Education ERP Project
When two of the Northeast’s most prestigious colleges needed a
trusted partner to help them negotiate an application and system
overhaul, we went back to school. By designing, implementing, and
establishing a complete ERP solution, we helped them graduate to a
completely re-tooled, re-vamped, and revitalized structure across
both campuses. | Problem solved.

Steeped in tradition and a long history of success, our clients are two liberal arts colleges located in the Northeast.
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Our client was facing challenges in
various aspects of their environment:

The consilium1 team engaged in
every aspect of the project:

This comprehensive solution delivered
for our client:

n Enterprise applications were

n Evaluated current environment

n Streamlined processes improved

outdated throughout primary
operating divisions.

n Client needed help establishing,

defining, and updating IT and
business processes to support
future growth.

n Limited availability and lack of

large-scale technological project
management experience within
internal staff.

and led a definition of business
requirements. Comprehensive
solution began with strategic
evaluation and definition of
processes, applications and
infrastructure.

n Facilitated and coordinated

RFP definition, vendor
evaluation and selection
criteria, and implementation
of procurement process.

n Managed entire project from

planning to implementation
across all operational areas,
including: Payroll, Student
Information, Finance, Registrar,
Alumni/Development and more.

efficiency and productivity across the
board. Revised processes for all faculty,
staff and student constituencies to
provide increased functionality and
opportunities to support growth.

n Improved technology increased

efficiency, accessibility, visibility
and collaboration across all student
areas through a single view and
data repository.

n Solid platform built to support

growth moving forward. As academic
programs and student enrollment grow,
the new platform was built to mirror
that growth and scale accordingly.
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For more information about c1, visit consilium1.com, call us 1-866-631-5494, or contact us at sales@consilium1.com.

